Abstract-A new parameter for estimating the difficulty of a continuous speech recognition task, called speech decoding difficulty, is presented in this work. It is obtained from the language model defined for the recognition task and the phonetic similarity between the transcriptions of the words that make up the vocabulary used. Two variants of the proposed task difficulty measure are introduced: ideal speech decoding difficulty (ISDD), which is uninfluenced by practical considerations on the recognition system implemented, and a second, more realistic variant, called practical speech decoding difficulty (PSDD) to study the performance of a specific recognition system when confronting a given task.
I. INTRODUCTION
The goal of a continuous speech recognizer is to act in a specific way according to the sentence pronounced by a speaker. The words and sentences accepted by the speech recognition system are defined by the grammar or language model. Let W be a word sequence, w 1 ; w 2 ; 1 1 1 ; w n ; allowed by the grammar and A the acoustic evidence on which the recognizer will take the final decision about which words were spoken. Then, given the acoustic evidence A and using the maximum likelihood (ML) criterion [1] the recognizer decodes that word stringŴ for which the a posteriori probability P (W jA) is maximum. Applying the Bayes formula, the basic ML equation for continuous speech recognition (CSR) is P (Ŵ jA) = max W P (W ) 1 P (AjW )
where P (AjW ) depends on the acoustic model used and P (W ) represents the a priori probabilities given by the language model for each accepted word sequence W: Since the above maximization is carried out with the variable A fixed, the probability of the acoustic evidence P (A) is not usually considered. Evaluating a given continuous speech recognition system on a specific CSR task or test set is the only valid method to test its performance. As expressed in (1) , the performance will depend on the suitable characterization made for the acoustic model used to implement the recognizer and the specific recognition task the system confronts. An important research effort has been made to define a reference representation space in which we can compare different systems evaluated on equally difficult recognition tasks.
Several parameters have been proposed in the literature with the aim of specifying the difficulty of the speech recognition tasks a given recognizer runs on. Some of these are referred to in Section II. In Section III, a transcription-based approach to determine the difficulty Manuscript received July 4, 1996; revised June 7, 1998 . This work was supported by CICYT under Project TIC96-0956-C04-04. The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Dr. Mazin Rahim.
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Publisher Item Identifier S 1063-6676(99)02740-6. of a speech recognition task is presented. In this way, a parameter called speech decoding difficulty (SDD), is obtained by considering the language model for a particular task and the transcriptions accepted for the words in the vocabulary. The experiments carried out in Section IV conclude that SDD is very robust as a speech recognition task difficulty measure, showing a high correlation with the recognition rates obtained by a continuous speech recognition system. Finally, our conclusions are discussed in Section V.
II. DIFFICULTY MEASURES FOR SPEECH RECOGNITION
One of the most widely used speech recognition difficulty measures at present is the so-called perplexity, which was introduced by Jelinek in 1977 [5] . Let W be a word sequence, w1; w2 ; 1 1 1 ; wn; allowed by the grammar; perplexity is then defined as P P = P (w1; 1 1 1 ; wn)
01=n (2) where hi represents the history previous to the word wi: hi = w 1 ; 1 1 1 ; w i01 : To reduce the complexity in the previous expression, the complete history can be restricted to the previous word -bigram-, the two previous words -trigram-, etc. [6] .
Perplexity only considers the word sequence probabilities given by the language model used in order to specify the difficulty of a particular speech recognition task. Thus, it handles words as abstract and completely different symbols. Hence, PP is an estimate of the average branching factor of the word space, having the same value independently of the pronunciation of the different words that follow a given one.
In order to obtain a better estimate of the difficulty of a speech recognition task, it is advisable to introduce the interaction between the acoustic observations and the language model
where a i is the acoustic evidence presented after the history h i and corresponding to the current word wi :
Assuming statistical independence between history and acoustic evidence, and considering the decision to decode a word at a grammar state as an isolated word recognition task [6] (see the Appendix), the above expression becomes
01=n (4) where P (wjhi) is the probability specified by the language model for the word w given the history h i corresponding to the current grammar state, while P (a i jw) represents the production probability of the acoustic ai corresponding to the word wi ; the word w having been uttered.
From (4), Ferretti et al. defined the SDE parameter [3] . This tries to gather acoustic-context information by the use of the a posteriori probabilities given by acoustic modeling.
III. SPEECH DECODING DIFFICULTY
P (a i jw j ) in (4) can be seen as the probability of decoding the word w i ; corresponding to the acoustic a i ; when the word w j has 1063-6676/99$10.00 © 1999 IEEE in fact been pronounced. Hence, the acoustic probabilities P (a i jw) may be estimated a priori from a phonetic point of view.
From the acoustic evidence a i associated with a transcription t i ; P (a i jw j ) can be obtained from the phonetic similarity between the words wi and wj with transcriptions ti and tj , respectively. Our goal is to obtain a phonetic similarity measure independent of the speech recognizer. In this way, we define the phonetic similarity between two transcriptions ti and tj as follows: 
where s is the number of coincidences of phonetic units for t i and t j ; m represents the maximum length of the transcriptions, and, therefore, m 0 s is the number of different phonetic units in the transcriptions. The number of coincidences is obtained by using a DTW algorithm in such a way that it becomes maximum. The above expression for phonetic similarity takes values in the range [0, 1], this being equal to zero if the transcriptions are completely different. On the contrary, ps(ti ; tj ) = 1 when ti = tj : Alternative estimates to ps can be used from [7] or [8] , but this fact does not affect the core idea of our method: to estimate the acoustic probabilities from a phonetic point of view.
Introducing ps into (4) and generalizing to the case that several transcriptions per word are accepted, the speech decoding difficulty measure, SDD, may be formulated in terms of phonetic similarity as
ps(t ki ; t lj ) 1P(t lj jhi) 01=n (6) whereP ( ) represents different probabilities allowed for each transcription, and N k is the number of transcriptions accepted for the word w k :
Like perplexity, SDD provides an a priori estimate of the difficulty of a given speech recognition task. Unlike perplexity, SDD has different values depending on the degree of acoustic similarity between words.
A. Practical Speech Decoding Difficulty
Estimating SDD is easier than SDE [3] because of the a priori estimation of the acoustic probabilities P (a i jw) from the transcriptions of the words. SDD and SDE differ in the sense that the second parameter considers the actual recognition system implemented, while we have been assuming that the phonetic similarity between two elemental units can only be zero or one for SDD: Thus, we rename SDD as I SDD; ideal speech decoding difficulty, because the practical implementation of a speech recognition system, as in P P; is not considered.
Some sounds, like /a/ and /e/, or the plosive /p/ and /t/, are acoustically similar. Thus, it is necessary to define a more realistic similarity measure between elemental units than the one accepted until now. This can be estimated from the acoustic modeling used in the recognizer once it has been trained.
Following the same philosophy used to introduce I SDD; we consider the modeled phones in order to redefine the phonetic similarity given in (5) . Several distance measures between hidden Markov (HM) modeled units have been proposed in the literature [2] . In order to estimate the similarity between two HMM's M i and M j ; several characteristic strings of acoustic symbols are randomly generated by the model 
where the comparison between the two models is performed over all the symbol strings N: It is important to notice that as is assymetric:
as(M i ; M j ) 6 = as(M j ; M i ):
From the parameter as and similarly to (5) we define a practical phonetic similarity as (8) where S is the number of aligned phonetic units, M si and M sj represent the sth unit for the transcriptions, and m is the maximum length of the transcriptions. We can see that this expression is very similar to that given for ps; but in this case expression (7) is used to determine how different those inserted or deleted phonetic units are, according to the established alignment.
Using pps in (6) instead of ps; the expression for a more realistic speech recognition difficulty measure than I SDD; called practical speech decoding difficulty (pSDD); is obtained 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Several recognition experiments have been carried out to study the correlation between the proposed speech recognition difficulty parameter and the recognition rates obtained by a continuous speech recognition system. The recognizer implemented is a three-state, left to right, first-order discrete HMM (DHMM) system, for which a vector quantization (VQ) codebook with 256 codewords is used. Each quantization vector characterizes 8 ms of speech signal by the use of 20 cepstrum, 20 delta-cepstrum, and delta-energy as analysis parameters [4] . Twenty-four context-independent phones as subword units have been trained from 1200 Spanish sentences uttered by ten speakers.
Fifty sentences pronounced by each speaker compose the evaluation set, this defining a multispeaker test. Perplexity values and recognition rates obtained for the recognition tasks, some of them defined in terms of N-grammars, N being the length of the longest observed sentence, (type A) and some as bigrams (type B), are specified in Table I . Grammars G20 and G16 correspond to the language model directly inferred from the sentence corpus, whilst the rest of the grammars have been artificially obtained from G20, for type A grammars, and G16, for type B grammars, by adding alternative words at the grammar states.
The perplexity-word error rate (WER) representation space for the recognition tasks specified in Table I is presented in Fig. 1(a) . If we fit a line to the pairs of points, the correlation coefficient obtained is equal to 0.8015. When acoustic evidence is introduced in order to determine the difficulty of a speech recognition task, the correlation between WER and the task difficulty measure is improved. Thus, Fig. 1(b) shows the representation space for I SDD; the correlation rising to 0.9465. In spite of the good results provided by I SDD; it suffers from similar problems to P P: First, depending on the actual recognition system implemented-whether the units are better or worse modeled-different recognition rates will be obtained for the same parameter value. Table II shows the word error rates obtained by two recognizers, HMM1 and HMM2, evaluated on the earlier recognition tasks. Both HMM1 and HMM2 are DHMM-based systems, but the first one uses a VQ codebook with 256 codewords while the codebook for HMM2 has 512 codewords. Fig. 2 shows the WER versus P P; I SDD; and P SDD for both HMM1 and HMM2 experiments. As expected, HMM2 improves the recognition rates, but P P and I SDD maintain their value; the correlation decreases to 0.7488 for P P and to 0.9125 in the case of I SDD: Improvements in recognition rates achieved by HMM2 are due to a lower phonetic similarity between models than those corresponding to the HMM1 system. This fact is detected by the P SDD variant and thus a better correlation is obtained, 0.9173. The correlation coefficients obtained by P SDD and I SDD are very similar, which might be due to the little practical difference between the systems HMM1 and HMM2.
Second, P P and SDD assume an isolated word recognition process at each grammar state in order to compute P (wijhi) and P (w i jh i ; a i ), respectively. It might be expected that different language model types would be affected in different ways by this assumption. Therefore, P P; I SDD; and P SDD have been evaluated for the same recognition task depending on the language model type used to describe it. The correlation coefficients obtained for P P when just type A grammars are considered is 0.1946, while this coefficient rises to 0.8857 for B type grammars. The parameter I SDD improves the correlation to 0.9885 for type A grammars and to 0.9343 for B type grammars. The best results are again obtained by P SDD; the value of the correlation coefficient for grammars A being equal to 0.9905 and to 0.9492 for B type grammars.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
A transcription-based method has been presented in this correspondence to estimate the difficulty of a speech recognition task. From this method, a new parameter, SDD is proposed. Determining SDD considers not only the language model contribution, as does P P; but also the contribution given by the acoustic evidence. Phonetic similarity establishes an easy way to estimate a priori the acoustic contribution.
Two variants for SDD; termed I SDD and P SDD; have been introduced. I SDD is general and independent of the recognizer implemented. In fact, it has the same value for two continuous speech recognizers tested on the same recognition task, and it may be appropriate to estimate the difficulty of a recognition task faced by a specific recognition system. Thus, a similarity measure between the final modeled units is introduced, which leads to the P SDD variant.
Our proposed method, and thus the SDD parameter in its two variants, has proved to be very robust and consistent in determining the difficulty of a continuous speech recognition task. SDD provides a much better reference space than P P to compare two speech recognition tasks. Nevertheless, some limitations of the general process should be noticed, because of the dependence of SDD on 1) the acoustic modeling implemented (discrete versus semicontinuous HMM, etc.); 2) isolated word recognition approach assumed; 3) sub-word phonetic units used (context-independent versus context-dependent phones, etc.). These questions will be dealt with in future work.
APPENDIX ACOUSTIC-CONTEXT INTERACTION
Acoustic evidence depends on the context in continuous speech due to the correlation between contiguous acoustic frames. In spite of this fact, assuming that context and acoustic observations are statistically independent, P (w i ja i ; h i ) can be formulated as P (wijai; hi ) = P (a i jw i ) 1 P (h i jw i ) 
P (w) in (12) is the absolute probability for the word w: In continuous speech recognition, given a grammar state, the decision regarding taking a word is reduced to choosing it from among those allowed at such a node. Thus, a good approximation is to consider that decision as an isolated word recognition task, that is P (w) = P (wjhi): Therefore, assuming this and (12) P (wijai; hi ) can be rewritten as P (w i ja i ; h i ) = P (a i jw i ) 1 P (w i jh i ) 8w P (a i jw) 1 P (wjh i ) :
